
A young, high-octane couple jetting between homes, careers and lives in NYC and 

Los Angeles never saw themselves residing anywhere but downtown in a big city. 

Then they fell in love with Austin’s Barton Creek. The serene spot between two coasts 

became home base and a welcome respite from what they call “our crazy lives.” 

By Julie Catalano   Photography by Brian Cole
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ing.” A lounge sofa in white/cream velvet and a pair of hour-
glass ottomans in gray velvet, all from Hickory Chair, are 
complemented by custom Kravet silk drapes embellished with 
Schumacher tape in a Greek key design. 

With such a simple color scheme, fabrics and finishes be-
came indispensable for creating depth and drama. “They add 
layers to the design,” explains Skrobarczyk. Besides silk and 
velvet, there are touches of leather, crystal, marble, brass, glass, 
acrylic and a mix of metals in bronze, gold, silver and more. 

In the kitchen, the designer brightened up the space by 
painting tea stained cabinets in Benjamin Moore® Cloud Cover 
with satin brass hardware, installing a marble backsplash in 

tertain,” says Raquel Skrobarczyk, co-owner and principal 
designer of Heather Scott Home & Design in Austin. “Our 
goal for the interior was to create opulent spaces that still 
felt warm and inviting.” The high contrast palette of primar-
ily gray, white and black conveys a chic, modern edge where 
spots of green pop in lively relief. 

Bold accents abound, especially in the formal living room, 
where a stunning 46x59-inch Lucien chandelier with French 
gold leaf softly illuminates an oversized abstract art above the 
fireplace, “a favorite of the client’s and a great jumping off 
point for the design,” says Skrobarczyk. “We kept it simple 
and sophisticated while making it a nice space for entertain-

ust 15 minutes from the city we enter what 
feels to me like a Tuscan oasis,” says Amanda 
Russell, MBA, entrepreneur, international fit-
ness icon, popular speaker, consultant and brand 
strategist. With husband Matt Calhoun’s growing 
business in the energy sector, she adds, “he felt it 

was important to have a residence in Texas.” Russell, too. As 
co-creator of UCLA’s Influencer Marketing curriculum, which 
she teaches at UT Austin, the capital city is a perfect fit.

To update their two-story, 9,618-square-foot, six-bedroom, 
six-and-a-half-bath home in Barton Creek, the couple needed 
help with interior design. “These are people who love to en-
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a chevron pattern, and adding stylish barstools in white vinyl 
and bronze metal from Worlds Away. The design team leveled 
a large two-tiered island to one level, with a countertop in Sile-
stone® Calcutta Gold. A chunky chandelier was replaced by 
Corsica Lantern pendants from Currey & Co. A designer favor-
ite is the stationary Roman shade in black and white graphic 
linen titled Channels from Lee Jofa. Very cool. 

Adjacent to the kitchen, the family room extends the space 
for guests with a welcome blend of style and comfort. Visitors 
are delighted by the sight of an eye-catching carpet runner by 
Stark in zebra print lining the wood stairs (a second staircase to 
the left is similarly dressed, creating the illusion of a really large 
staircase with “zebra” everywhere). Texture reigns here with 

a hand-rubbed antique mirror-topped black 
coffee table, a single gray velvet chair, tor-
toise print pillow, and a pair of ottomans clad 
in champagne faux lizard with acrylic base. 

The sumptuous master suite features a 
king bed from Hickory Chair in the East-
wood Bed series with a gray velvet frame 
and tufted headboard set against an accent 
wall covered in Thibaut Portier wallpaper in 
White on Pearl. “The couple travels a lot,” 
says Skrobarczyk, “and they wanted a rest-
ful space with a clean yet cozy look.” The 
spacious room is anchored by oversized 
nightstands (“they’re actually dressers,” 
says Skrobarczyk) in a waxed ebony finish 
with acrylic/antique brass pulls. 

A gallery wall features custom-framed, 
one-of-a-kind intaglios (dimensional engraving or etching on a 
surface) sourced from Heather Scott Home & Design. Nearby, 
a stairway leads to a downstairs sitting area where a sooth-
ing palette of cream, pink and blush in bergère Orient Express 
Brussels chairs and a skirted, tufted ottoman continues the 
cozy feel as part of a mother-in-law suite. “This is a favorite vi-
gnette,” says Skrobarczyk. “It’s a little different, a little softer, 
and a look that the client wanted to include.” 

The library/office is what Russell calls her “haven” in the 
winter. “I always wanted an old-school, library-style office 
with floor-to-ceiling books, fireplace and a beautiful chan-
delier.” With all that and more, Russell can run her various 
business(es) at a three-drawer Bernhardt Salon alabaster fin-
ish desk with faux shagreen fronts (faux ray in a leathery peb-
bly finish) and a recovered Bernhardt Salon winged chair in 
creamy linen with custom velvet black stripe. Across from 
that is her dream come true of floor-to-ceiling built-ins hold-
ing hundreds of books with a library ladder to access them. 

Still, as offices go, “Nothing beats being outside in fresh air,” 
enthuses Russell. Even in a steamy new state? “Yes! Growing up 
in Canada, working outside most of the year is a luxury. No mat-
ter how hot, I’ll work out in the shade with the fans blowing.” 
The pool, she adds, is perfect for “swimming laps in solitude.” 

As for working with Heather Scott Home & Design, Russell 
is thrilled. “They were a joy to work with, immediately ‘got’ 
my style, and made beautiful use of several favorite pieces 
from my NYC and Los Angeles residences.” 

As the hardworking, outdoorsy couple juggles work, time 
off, and business and leisure travel, Russell believes that their 
new home reflects an elegance and warmth that “balances 
both worlds. Now my home is my sanctuary — something I 
never would have imagined before moving to Austin!” u 
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